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Tomography is now a very broad topic with a wealth of algorithms for the reconstruction of both qualitative and quantitative images.  In
an extension in the domain of particle accelerators, one of the simplest algorithms has been modified to take into account the non-linearity
of large-amplitude synchrotron motion. This permits the accurate reconstruction of longitudinal phase space density from one-dimensional
bunch profile data.  The method is a hybrid one which incorporates particle tracking. Hitherto, a very simple tracking algorithm has been
employed because only a brief span of measured profile data is required to build a snapshot of phase space. This is one of the strengths of
the method, as tracking for relatively few turns relaxes the precision to which input machine parameters need to be known.  The recent
addition of longitudinal space charge considerations as an optional refinement of the code is described.  Simplicity suggested an approach
based on the derivative of bunch shape with the properties of the vacuum chamber parametrized by a single value of distributed reactive
impedance and by a geometrical coupling coefficient.  This is sufficient to model the dominant collective effects in machines of low to
moderate energy.  In contrast to simulation codes, binning is not an issue since the profiles to be differentiated are measured ones.  The
program is written in Fortran 90 with High-Performance Fortran  (HPF) extensions for parallel processing.  A major effort has been made
to identify and remove execution bottlenecks, for example by reducting floating-point calculations and re-coding slow intrinsic functions.
A pointer-like mechanism which avoids the problems associated with pointers and parallel processing has been implemented. This is
required to handle the large, sparse matrices that the algorithm employs.  Results obtained with and without the inclusion of space charge
are presented and compared for proton beams in the CERN PS Booster. Comparisons of execution times on different platforms are
presented and the chosen solution for our application program, which uses a dual processor PC for the number crunching, is described.
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Tomography is now a very broad topic with a wealth of algorithms for the reconstruction of
both qualitative and quantitative images. In an extension in the domain of particle accelerators,
one of the simplest algorithms has been modiﬁed to take into account the non-linearity of large-
amplitude synchrotron motion. This permits the accurate reconstruction of longitudinal phase
space density from one-dimensional bunch proﬁle data. The method is a hybrid one which
incorporates particle tracking. Hitherto, a very simple tracking algorithm has been employed
because only a brief span of measured proﬁle data is required to build a snapshot of phase
space. This is one of the strengths of the method, as tracking for relatively few turns relaxes
the precision to which input machine parameters need to be known.
The recent addition of longitudinal space charge considerations as an optional reﬁnement of the
code is described. Simplicity suggested an approach based on the derivative of bunch shape with
the properties of the vacuum chamber parametrized by a single value of distributed reactive
impedance and by a geometrical coupling coeﬃcient. This is suﬃcient to model the dominant
collective eﬀects in machines of low to moderate energy. In contrast to simulation codes, binning
is not an issue since the proﬁles to be diﬀerentiated are measured ones.
The program is written in Fortran 90 with High-Performance Fortran (HPF) extensions for par-
allel processing. A major eﬀort has been made to identify and remove execution bottlenecks,
for example by reducing ﬂoating-point calculations and re-coding slow intrinsic functions. A
pointer-like mechanism which avoids the problems associated with pointers and parallel pro-
cessing has been implemented. This is required to handle the large, sparse matrices that the
algorithm employs.
Results obtained with and without the inclusion of space charge are presented and compared for
proton beams in the CERN PS Booster. Comparisons of execution times on diﬀerent platforms
are presented and the chosen solution for our application program, which uses a dual processor
PC for the number crunching, is described.
I. INTRODUCTION
The underlying principle of tomography is to combine
the information in a suﬃciently large number of projec-
tions to be able to reconstruct unambiguously the fuller
picture with the extra dimension reinstated. Thus, for
example, many one-dimensional proﬁles of x-ray trans-
parency taken from diﬀerent angles can give doctors an
image of a two-dimensional slice through a patient.
The application of tomography to longitudinal phase
space in an accelerator becomes obvious once it is re-
alised that a bunch of particles performing synchrotron
motion is analogous to a patient rotating in a station-
ary body scanner. On each turn around the machine, a
longitudinal pick-up provides a “snapshot” of the bunch
projected at a slightly diﬀerent angle. It only remains to
combine such proﬁles tomographically to obtain a two-
dimensional picture of phase space density [1, 2].
The non-linearities of synchrotron motion are taken into
account by tracking test particles in order to build maps
which describe the evolution of phase space. The maps
are used to reconstruct iteratively a distribution whose
projections converge towards the measured bunch pro-
ﬁles. The tracking can be made arbitrarily complex. In
particular, collective eﬀects due to the interaction of the
beam with a wideband reactive impedance are readily in-
cluded [3] since the wakeﬁeld may be modelled in terms
of the derivative of bunch shape and this is known from
the measured data.
II. RECONSTRUCTION
Back projection is a key process by which the contents of
the bins of a one-dimensional histogram are redistributed
over the two-dimensional array of cells which comprise
the reconstructed image. Given no a priori knowledge of
the original two-dimensional distribution, the contents
of one bin is shared over all the cells that could have
contributed to that bin. The back projection of all bins
of all proﬁles yields a ﬁrst approximation to the original
distribution.
Algebraic Reconstruction Techniques (ART) [4] exploit
the fact that the coeﬃcients for sharing bins in back pro-
jection can also be used to project the contents of cells
into those bins. Hence a set of projections can be ob-
tained from the ﬁrst approximation. Back projection of
the bin-by-bin diﬀerence between the original set of pro-
ﬁles and this new one yields an improved approximation.
Further iterations converge more rapidly if any cell whose
contents has become negative is reset to zero.
The problem with conventional ART is that its strategies
for estimating the redistribution coeﬃcients are based on
straight-line back projection geometry. This implies ei-
ther rigid, circular motion of the two-dimensional dis-
tribution or that its projections be measured simultane-
ously. An alternative approach is to consider how the
contents of one cell gets projected into the bins of a par-
ticular proﬁle. By launching a small number of test par-
ticles which, initially, are uniformly distributed within
the cell, the calculation of coeﬃcients becomes a simple
matter of counting how many particles end up in each
bin at the particular instant when the proﬁle was mea-
sured. Thus, a hybrid algorithm which combines particle
tracking with ART allows large-amplitude synchrotron
motion to be taken into account since the trajectories of
the test particles need not be assumed circular. Although
iteration proceeds as before, there is a price to be paid: a
large map of (projection) coeﬃcients must ﬁrst be built
and its inverse (for back projection) derived for every pro-
ﬁle in the set of measured data. On the other hand, since
most of the computational eﬀort is invested in building
the maps, it becomes trivial to repeat a calculation with
fresh data taken under the same conditions.
III. TRACKING
Consider the time at which a general particle crosses the
rf gap in a synchrotron with a single cavity




Here, ti,m is the arrival time of the ith particle at the
start of mth turn, i.e., at the downstream end of the
gap, and ωi,m is its angular revolution frequency on that
turn.
Using subscript zero to denote the synchronous particle,








where ∆Ri,m, ∆βi,m are radial position and relativis-
tic velocity diﬀerences with respect to the synchronous
particle and hω0,m is the rf frequency on harmonic h.
Rewriting in terms of energy diﬀerences, the relative rf















hω0,m (t0,m+1 − t0,m) = 2πh (4)
Hence, to a good approximation,







αp = γ−20,m − η0,m (6)
where γ0,m is the relativistic energy of the synchronous
particle.
Assuming negligible modiﬁcation of the synchronous
phase due to self-ﬁelds, the corresponding energy incre-
ment at the end of the mth turn yields
∆Ei,m+1 = ∆Ei,m +
q[Vrf,m+1 (φ0,m+1 +∆φi,m+1)− Vrf,m+1 (φ0,m+1) +
Vself,m+1 (φ0,m+1 +∆φi,m+1)] (7)
where q is the charge carried by the particle, φ0 is the
synchronous phase, and where Vrf , Vself are the applied
rf and self-ﬁeld voltage functions, respectively. The latter













The factor in square brackets is the eﬀective impedance
seen by the beam and comprises a direct space charge
term (which is expressed in terms of a geometrical cou-
pling coeﬃcient, g, and the impedance of free space,
Zvacuum) and the distributed impedance of the vacuum
chamber, |Zwall| (divided by the mode number, n).
Eq. (5) and Eq. (7) together constitute the turn-by-turn
tracking used in the code. However, since the line charge
density is not necessarily known at every turn, the self-
ﬁeld voltage is evaluated from the mean of the nearest
two bunch proﬁle measurements. Smoothing and diﬀer-
entiation are achieved using a Savitzky-Golay ﬁlter [6]
of order 4. This has the advantage over conventional
low-pass ﬁltering of not increasing the apparent bunch
length.
The action of a phase loop is not included in the track-
ing. Typically, closed-loop conditions do not aﬀect the
bunch during a measurement span unless its dipole mo-
tion or the ﬁlamentation of a badly matched distribution
would otherwise have shifted the barycentre of the ob-
served proﬁles.
Eq. (5) takes the ratio of synchronous revolution periods
on consecutive turns to be unity, which is a good approxi-
mation except at very low energies. Furthermore, the or-
bit expansion is only made to ﬁrst order in fractional en-
ergy oﬀset, so that reconstructing near transition should
be avoided. This is anyway true since the lack of phase
space motion near transition precludes tomography.
Since it is not dissipative, a pure reactive impedance can-
not alter the average energy of the bunch nor, in the ab-
sence of coherent motion, is there any modiﬁcation of the
synchronous phase. Eq. (7) takes the self-ﬁeld voltage to
be zero at φ0. That is, the centre of motion about which
particles are tracked is the aggregate one determined by
considerations of energy balance in the absence of col-
lective eﬀects. This simpliﬁcation guarantees the con-
vergence of the root-ﬁnding algorithm that is used to
evaluate φ0 and it assumes that the average energy of
the bunch is in equilibrium at E0. Typically, this im-
plies only a small error with respect to the true centre of
individual particle motion and the method is known to
be very tolerant of such errors. No resistive (in-phase)
component of the self-ﬁeld voltage is considered.
For a circular beam of radius a in a circular pipe of radius
b, the coupling coeﬃcient of the particle ensemble may
be estimated [7] as g = 0.5 + 2ln(b/a). In the absence of
cylindrical symmetry, the situation is more complicated,
but the direct space charge component can still be ex-
pressed in terms of this single input parameter.
IV. DISCREPANCY
Discrepancy [4] expresses in a single ﬁgure of merit the
residual bin-by-bin diﬀerences between the projections of







(ei − ri)2 /Ni (9)
Here, ei and ri are, respectively, the measured and re-
constructed contents of the ith bin and M is the number
of terms in the summation. The weighting factor Ni is
the number of image pixels that project into the ith bin.
However, since each ei constitutes an independent mea-
surement whose variance is dominated by noise and is
therefore the same for all i, the expression can be mod-







(ei − ri)2 (10)
where M ′ is the total number of bins in all proﬁles. It is
this form of discrepancy that is implemented in the code
for monitoring convergence.
V. SOME RESULTS
The mountain range data of Fig. 1 are tomographically
reconstructed in Fig. 2 with and without the inclusion of
space charge. The images correspond to the time of the
ﬁrst measured proﬁle, i.e., to a minimum of bunch length,
but the reconstructed distribution is only fully upright
when space charge is taken into account. The dashed
bucket separatrix illustrates the loss of acceptance. The
coupling coeﬃcient was estimated as g = 1.8 from Beam-
Scope [8] measurements of transverse beam size. In com-
parison, g = 2.0 produced the best reconstructed image
(see Fig. 3). Since the BeamScope is known to overes-
timate the horizontal size of the beam, the larger value
of g was adopted. This corresponds to a space charge
impedance of more than 700Ω. Since the inductive wall
impendance of the Booster is considerably less than this,
it was simply taken to be zero.
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FIG. 1: Left, bunch shape oscillations of 6.5× 1012 pro-
tons measured after an abrupt reduction in the second-
harmonic component of a stationary dual-harmonic
bucket at 100 MeV in the CERN PS Booster. Right,
corresponding self-ﬁeld voltage functions obtained from
the mean derivative of the ﬁrst two (solid line) and last
two (dashed line) proﬁles.






















FIG. 2: Phase space reconstructions, with (left) and
without (right) space charge. Note the diﬀerent density
scales.
The deliberately mismatched bunch generates a varying
self-ﬁeld voltage (see Fig. 1) which can therefore be dis-
tinguished from a mere calibration error of the rf volt-
ages. When space charge was included, discrepancy min-
ima as functions of rf voltage were obtained in good
agreement with the measured cavity voltages on both
harmonics.


















FIG. 3: Left, convergence for the two cases of Fig. 2; the
solid line is with space charge included. Right, discrep-
ancy (after 50 iterations) versus geometrical coupling.
VI. COMPUTER CODE
A Program philosophy
The algorithm was originally developed in
MathematicaTM, a choice mainly motivated by the
rich set of built-in functions for graphics and for the
manipulation of arrays. However, the objective was
merely to establish a proof of principle. Consequently,
with the aim of reducing the execution time by a factor
of at least one hundred, the code was translated into
Fortran 90/High Performance Fortran (HPF). This
was done with the view to use parallel architectures.
Mathematical toolkits with the associated deﬁnition
modules from Numerical Recipes [9] were integrated in
the program from the outset to avoid unnecessary dupli-
cation of standard numerical routines. The entire issue
of providing a user interface for the demanding control
room environment of the CERN accelerator complex
was separated out as an independent development.
The fact that the method could be applicable to pro-
cesses other than synchrotron motion implied a division
of the code into generic modules and modules speciﬁc to
longitudinal beam dynamics. Furthermore, all parame-
ters characterizing the considered process are passed to
the program as input at execution time, making the code
to a large extent data-driven. A schematic view of the
structure of the program is presented in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 4: A schematic view of a future on-line tomography
system. To the left, the hardware and Graphical User
Interface (GUI) conﬁguration is drawn and, to the right,
the structure of the present numerical part of the code.
The data ﬂow is indicated with broad arrows and the
command ﬂow with narrow ones.
B Hardware
The raw data were initially acquired with a dedicated
digital oscilloscope and transferred to the tomography
application program using the standard CERN-PS con-
trol system. This meant passing sizeable amounts of data
(typically 50 kBytes) over a front-end computer designed
for transfering short control sequences. The same front-
end computer is used to control all the hardware, includ-
ing timing. In the latest version, the control and data
transfers are performed over a separate GPIB-Ethernet
link. This has improved the performance by at least a
factor of ten and a typical data acquisition can now be
performed in seconds.
C Coding considerations
In the original MathematicaTM code there is extensive
use of ﬂoating-point operations and many very large and
very sparse matrices. In the Fortran 90 version, the num-
ber of ﬂoating-point operations is reduced by the use of
integer representation until the ﬁnal step in each number
manipulation, while a pointer-like re-allocatable vector
representation was created to deal with the sparse ma-
trices. The sparse matrices are stored in an array with
suﬃcient depth to contain most of the data. Where ad-
ditional depth is needed the excess data are stored in
a supplementary array and the index to the array ele-
ment used is stored in the last element of the original
matrix. The supplementary array is re-allocatable and
this procedure can obviously be repeated any number of
times. Consequently, the actual depth of the matrix is
only limited by the available memory during execution.
The built-in pointer facility of Fortran 90 was avoided
because it would make the eﬃcient use of parallel archi-
tectures with shared memory impossible.
A fundamental part of the algorithm is the construction
of the forward and backward projection maps by tracking
a small number of test particles launched from each cell in
the two-dimensional image. The individual test particles
are tracked without considering any particle-to-particle
interaction. Consequently, the launching and tracking of
all particles for all cells can be done in parallel, a fact
which was taken into consideration from the beginning
and is fully exploited in a parallel version.
A complication in the space charge code is that the self-
ﬁeld voltage is evaluated from the measured proﬁles as a
function of bins, while tracking is performed in terms of
rf phase relative to the synchronous particle. This makes
it necessary to perform a coordinate transformation at
each tracking step adding a considerable overhead to the
tracking subroutine. Furthermore, since some particles
may get tracked outside the limits of the proﬁles, cycli-
cal boundary conditions are necessary in the coordinate
transformation.
A ﬁrst execution time analysis showed that more than
90% of the time was spent in the tracking procedure long-
track, 75% in evaluating sine functions (despite the use
of fast libraries). The sine function evaluation was there-
fore replaced by a look-up procedure over the range −2π
to 2π. Tests with a table of 8192 values per quadrant
produced satisfactory results
D Parallelization
Although the optimizations described above have proved
eﬃcient, the use of multiple processors with HPF direc-
tives and the parallel FORALL statement was pursued.
A strong motivation for this comes from the availability
of very cheap dual-processor PCs running under LINUX.
Consequently, the code was ported to a dual-processor
LINUX environment and an HPF version of the CPU-
demanding tracking routine for both the original and
space charge versions of the code was developed. Fur-
thermore, the Portland Group’s [10] HPF compiler also
makes a best possible attempt to parallellize the standard
Fortran 90 code (e.g., WHERE loops). Comparing the
single-processor execution times in Tab. I and Tab. II to
the dual-processor execution times shows that the code
parallellizes well. The ﬁxed overhead (this should be
added to the dual-processor numbers) which is needed
at execution time to set up the parallellism is approx-
imately 5 seconds. The present price and performance
of multiple-processor PCs promises a favourable perfor-
mance for the numerical part of the code. In the near
future, it should be possible to acquire, calculate and
display a well-resolved tomogram in much less than a
minute.
TABLE I: CPU time in seconds for the reconstruction
without space charge of one well-resolved image using
diﬀerent processors and diﬀerent versions of sine func-
tion. A fast Fortran library for the SIN function was
used on the PPC.
Version PPC PC single PC dual
Type 604 Pentium III Pentium III
F90/HPF code 99 38 22
Optimized code 33 26 15
TABLE II: CPU time in seconds for the reconstruction
with space charge of one well-resolved image using diﬀer-
ent processors and diﬀerent versions of sine function. A
fast Fortran library for the SIN function was used on the
PPC.
Version PPC PC single PC dual
Type 604 Pentium III Pentium III
F90/HPF code 113 44 24
Optimized code n.a. 41 23
E User interface
The GUI is being written in C with the execution of
the numerically demanding part of the code in a parallel
environment. The call to the parallel environment is done
through remote job submission, where the job is passed
as well as the input and output data.
F Usage notes
Successful reconstruction requires that the measured
data span an interval of the order of at least half a syn-
chrotron period. In addition, normalization requires that
each proﬁle encompass the same number of particles. To-
gether, these constraints suggest that no particles exist
outside the largest closed phase space trajectory that can
be drawn inside the image width. Consequently, in order
to reduce computation time, map coeﬃcients are only
derived for those cells of the image that lie within this
limiting trajectory at the reconstruction time. The cells
of interest can be further restricted to a range of columns
between upper and lower limits supplied as input param-
eters. This eﬀectively declares the proﬁle bins that lie
outside this range to be empty at the reconstruction time,
although they may well be populated at other times. In
the event that the closed trajectory is too restrictive to
permit the reconstruction of the entire distribution, a ﬂag
may be set to extend the region of interest up to a ﬁxed
oﬀ-energy limit for all columns in the speciﬁed range.
If this ﬂag is not set and there is no second-harmonic
rf component, the cell height is chosen such that small-
amplitude trajectories in the reconstructed image are cir-
cular.
The parabolic ﬁt option to ﬁnd automatically the syn-
chronous point has been superseded by a foot-tangent
method, as this is more robust and works equally well
for dual-harmonic bunch shapes. The (initial) depth of
the map elements is no longer an input parameter and
is now calculated according to the length of the proﬁles.
Instead, the number of test particles that are tracked per
cell has become a free parameter, so that the accuracy
of the maps can be traded oﬀ against execution time. In
the case of a strong space charge reduction of acceptance,
some test particles may be launched outside the bucket.
This is not a problem because the normalization of map
elements takes into account any particles that get tracked
outside the image width. However, when self-ﬁelds are
included, particles are tracked modulo an integer number
of rf periods so any that do leave the image width may
also return.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
An algorithm has been developed for longitudinal phase
space tomography in which the contents of the recon-
structed array is eﬀectively rotated instead of inclining
proﬁle bins in order to make a projection. This allows a
diﬀerent mapping to be applied to each cell in the array
so that rigid, circular motion of the phase space distri-
bution need not be assumed.
The code has been reﬁned to include collective eﬀects due
to direct space charge and reactive wall impedance.
A poorly known parameter in the physical model of the
algorithm may be estimated by maximizing the resul-
tant image quality as a function of that parameter. The
space charge impedance of the CERN PS Booster has
eﬀectively been measured in this way under conditions
contrived to induce a strong space charge eﬀect.
The algorithm is a hybrid one and, consequently, arbi-
trarily complex rf systems can be catered for by mod-
ifying a small part of the code. Likewise, the method
may be extended to cover other non-rigid bodies whose
deformation is governed by a known model.
The advances in the optimization of the numerical part of
the code are very promising. It seems likely that a GUI in
C together with number crunching in parallel structures
will yield response times of much less than one minute
for a single image, making on-line machine optimization
with tomography possible.
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